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Abstract—Ultrasound localization microscopy (ULM) can sur-
pass the resolution limit of conventional ultrasound imaging.
However, a trade-off between resolution and data acquisition
time is introduced. For microbubble (MB) localization, centroid
detection is commonly used. Therefore, low-concentrations of
MBs are required to avoid overlapping point spread func-
tions (PSFs), leading to a long data acquisition time due to
the limited number of detectable MBs in an image frame.
Recently, deep learning-based MB localization methods across
high-concentration regimes have been proposed to shorten the
data acquisition time. In this work, a data-driven encoder-
decoder convolutional neural network (deep-ULM) and a model-
based deep unfolded network embedding a sparsity prior (deep
unfolded ULM) are analyzed in terms of localization accuracy
and computational complexity. The results of simulated test
data showed that both deep learning methods could handle
overlapping PSFs better than centroid detection. Additionally,
thanks to its model-based approach, deep unfolded ULM needed
much fewer learning parameters and was computationally more
efficient, and consequently achieved better generalizability than
deep-ULM. It is expected that deep unfolded ULM will be more
robust in-vivo.

Index Terms—deep unfolded network, high-concentration mi-
crobubble localization, model-based neural network, super-
resolution ultrasound imaging, ultrasound localization mi-
croscopy

I. INTRODUCTION

Ultrasound localization microscopy (ULM) has shown great
potential as a breakthrough in super-resolution ultrasound
imaging (SRUS) by imaging microvasculature whose vessels
are spaced closer than the resolution limit of conventional
ultrasound imaging [1]–[6]. ULM is achieved by localizing
gas-filled microbubbles (MBs) that are injected into the blood-
stream and accumulating their centroids from multiple frames
in an image. The resulting super-resolution images can be used

to diagnose early-stage cancer [7], ischemic kidney disease [8],
and diabetes [9].

The fidelity of ULM depends on the number of detected
MBs and their localization precision and sensitivity. Standard
ULM methods ordinarily locate the centroids of isolated MBs,
therefore, overlapping point spread functions (PSFs) need to
be avoided. Diluted low-concentrations of MBs are commonly
employed to minimize the overlapping PSFs for accurate
localization. Even so, some overlapping PSFs still appear
since MBs cannot easily be controlled after injection. The
high-resolution of ULM is related to precise MB localization,
so the overlapping MB PSFs are often rejected. However,
low-concentrations of MBs and overlapping PSF rejection
limit the number of detectable MBs in an image frame, and
eventually require a long data acquisition time. To cope with
this limitation, there have been efforts to achieve SRUS at
high-concentrations of MBs [10]–[12].

Recently, several deep learning-based methods have been
proposed to localize MBs across high-concentration regimes
with overlapping PSFs [13]–[16]. Here we analyze two models
and assess their capability in terms of localization accuracy
and computational complexity. One approach is a data-driven
encoder-decoder convolutional neural network (deep-ULM)
[13], and the other is a model-based deep unfolded network
that embeds a sparsity prior (deep unfolded ULM) [14]. These
algorithms were compared along with the centroid detection
method as baseline under challenging simulation scenarios.

II. METHOD

A. Data Generation

Ultrasound data were simulated in Field II pro [17]–[19] for
training and evaluating deep learning models. The simulated
data were chosen over measured data for training because it



is difficult to obtain ground-truth (i.e., MB positions) from
the measured data. Radiofrequency (RF) channel data were
simulated using a transducer modeled following the Verasonics
L11-4v and a single cycle 6.9MHz sinusoidal pulse. For one
image frame, eleven plane waves with different angles were
transmitted after placing ultrasound scatterers randomly in the
region of interest. The RF channel data were then delay-and-
sum beamformed with a dynamic apodization on a λ/4 grid,
and the beamformed images were subsequently coherently
compounded. The simulation parameters are presented in
Table I. For the training set, 256 image frames were generated.

TABLE I
FIELD II SIMULATION PARAMETERS

Parameter Value

Transducer Transmit frequency 6.9MHz
Pitch 30mm
Element height 5mm
Element width 27mm
Number of elements 128

Imaging Wave type Plane
Steering angles 2 · i◦, i ∈ {−5, . . . , 5}
F# 0.5
# of elements in TX 128
Apodization in TX Hann window
Apodization in RX Hann window

Environment Speed of sound 1480m/s
Field II sampling frequency 180MHz

B. Deep learning-based Localization

Deep learning methods were designed to estimate MB
positions from beamformed RF data. The MB positions (i.e.,
output) that were used to train networks were quantized
and represented in a λ/16 image grid. The values of pixels
containing MBs were set to one, and the others were zero. The
higher-resolution grid was used than the beamformed images
(i.e., input) to increase localization precision of estimated
MBs.

The deep neural networks were trained by minimizing
the difference between true MB positions and estimated MB
positions using the ADAM [20] optimizer. The difference was
captured by a loss function,

L (x,y; θ, σ) = 1

N

N∑
i=1

‖G (yi;σ)− f (xi; θ)‖2F , (1)

where xi and yi are the i-th ultrasound image and MB
positions, N is the number of samples, G is the 2-D Gaussian
filtering with a standard deviation of σ, f ( · ; θ) is the neural
network function with learning parameters θ, and ‖·‖F is
the Frobenius norm. Smoothing was applied to the true MB
positions to provide larger gradients to ensure training stability.

1) Deep-ULM: Deep-ULM uses an encoder-decoder con-
volutional neural network (CNN), which is widely used for
computer vision and image processing problems such as
segmentation [21], [22] and image generation [23]. It mainly
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Fig. 1. Deep neural networks for MB localization. (a) Deep-ULM: encoder-
decoder convolutional neural network and (b) Deep unfolded ULM: model-
based neural network.

consists of down, conv, and up blocks, as shown in Fig. 1a.
In the encoding path, the down blocks extract features using a
series of convolution layers while downsampling the features
from the previous layer by a factor of 2. In the decoding path,
the MB positions are reconstructed based on the extracted
features in the encoding path. To obtain the MB positions
in the higher-resolution grid, the first up block upsamples the
features by a factor of 2 and the other up blocks perform
upsampling by a factor of 4. A detailed description of down,
conv, and up blocks can be found in [15], [16].

The encoder-decoder CNN is a fully data-driven method
and requires millions of learning parameters, which has a
high chance of overfitting to the training data distributions.
Therefore, considering the training data were simulated, deep-
ULM may work well on the data simulated in the same way
but not on data simulated differently or measured data.

2) Deep unfolded ULM: Deep unfolded ULM has been
proposed to overcome the limitations of generalizability of
deep-ULM [14], [24]. It solves ULM as a sparse coding
problem, which can be formalized as

y = Ax+ n, (2)

where y is the low-resolution MB ultrasound image, A rep-
resents the PSF, x is the MB positions on the high-resolution
grid, and n is noise.

It can be assumed that x is sparse because the MB positions
are represented in a higher-resolution grid. The optimal x can
then be estimated by solving an optimization problem with a
sparsity prior, i.e., the `1-penalty:

x̂ = argmin
x
‖y −Ax‖22 + λ‖x‖1, (3)

where λ is the regularization coefficient. The problem (3) can
be solved using the proximal gradient method. However, such
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Fig. 2. Comparison of the methods on test sets simulated by placing scatterers
randomly at different MB densities where (a) is precision, (b) is recall, and
(c) is the median of localization error.

iterative methods may take a long time to converge and their
performance highly depends on the hyper-parameters such as
the regularization coefficient, the PSF model, and the step size
at each iteration, so that empirical tuning is necessary.

Deep unfolded ULM solves the optimization problem us-
ing Learned ISTA (LISTA) [25]. LISTA is constructed by
unfolding the iteration part as a K-layer neural network, as
shown in Fig. 1b. In this work, a 10-layer network was used.
LISTA is fast and tuning-free since the iteration is not required
and the hyper-parameters, which need to be tuned in the
proximal gradient scheme, are embedded in the model, as
learning parameters. That allows more robust MB localization
by learning more diverse PSF models, unlike the proximal
gradient methods which require a specific PSF model [26].
Deep unfolded ULM does not include upsampling in the
model, so the input data were upsampled by a factor of 4
before being applied to the network.

III. RESULTS

The trained deep learning models were compared with
standard ULM (centroid detection) on two different simulated
test sets. One test set comprised independent frames simulated
in the same way as the training data at different MB densities.
The other test set was composed of consecutive frames sim-
ulated using a pair of closely spaced parallel tubes in which
scatterers flowed in the opposite directions to each other.

A. Randomly Placed Scatterers

The capability of the models at various MB densities was
investigated using a randomly placed scatterer test set. Three
evaluation metrics were used: precision, recall, and the median
of localization error, defined as
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Fig. 3. Comparison of the methods on the simulation of a pair of parallel
tubes. (a) - (d) are the results of tubes separated by λ/2 and (e) - (h) are
the results of tubes separated by λ/4, where (a), (e) are stand ULM, (b), (f)
are deep-ULM, (c), (g) are deep unfolded ULM, and (d), (h) are the intensity
profile of each method along the lateral direction.

precision =
TP

TP + FP
, recall =

TP

TP + FN
, (4)

where TP is the number of true positive (true detection), FP
is the number of false positive (false detection), and FN is
the number of false negative (missed target).

The results are shown in Fig. 2. For standard ULM, all three
metrics got worse as the density increases. At higher densities,
a larger number of overlapping PSFs appeared, so that MB
localization became more challenging. On the other hand,
deep-ULM was not degraded as much as standard ULM at
the high densities because deep learning models can deal with
a certain degree of overlapping PSFs in MB localization. Deep
unfolded ULM achieved comparable precision and localization
uncertainty to deep-ULM, but the recall was not as good as
deep-ULM. This shows that deep-ULM can achieve better
performance on the data set that have the same distribution
as the training set, i.e., randomly placed scatterer data, by
exploiting a larger number of learning parameters.

B. Parallel Tubes

For more realistic experiments, 1024 consecutive frames
were simulated using a pair of parallel tubes separated by λ/2
and λ/4. The resulting super-resolution images of each method
and their MB intensity profile along the lateral direction are
shown in Fig. 3.

The limitation of standard ULM at a high MB density is
clearly shown. In the middle of the tubes where no MBs were
supposed to be detected, a larger number of false detection



TABLE II
SUMMARY OF DEEP-ULM AND DEEP UNFOLDED ULM

Deep-ULM Deep unfolded ULM

Scheme Fully data-driven Model-based
data-driven

# of learning parameters 5 998 785 1735
Floating point operations

788 259 839 3462(FLOPs)
Generalizability to Not good Goodout of data distributions

appeared and high MB intensity along the lateral direction
was achieved. Both deep learning models worked better than
standard ULM and deep unfolded ULM resulted in better-
resolved images with much fewer parameters. This shows that
deep unfolded ULM achieves better generalization to various
data distributions that are different from the training data,
consistent with [24], [26].

IV. DISCUSSION

A summary of deep-ULM (a fully data-driven method) and
deep unfolded ULM (a model-based data-driven method) are
shown in Table II. Deep unfolded ULM, required much fewer
parameters and operations while achieving comparable results
to deep-ULM. The model-based approach allowed not only to
reduce the number of learning parameters and operations, but
also to achieve better generalizability to out of training data
distributions. Deep unfolded ULM showed better performance
on the test set of parallel tubes, which had scatterers located
inside the tubes contrary to the training data which had
randomly placed scattereres. Under the better generalizability,
deep unfolded ULM will possibly be able to achieve more
robust MB localization than deep-ULM on measured data.
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